Like a Truck to Water

Hello again, it's that time of the month where
with the continued help of this wonderful
publication we are here to spread a bit of the
creativity appearing all around Penge and
Anerley, with some 200 artworks currently up
for our still flourishing SprayExhibition20
community Street Art project. The last couple
of months have seen a number of large-scale
street art festivals take place around the UK,
with the visiting international talent coming to
leave their mark. This has certainly had a
wonderful trickle-down effect in terms of
generating a wealth of new artists coming to
paint around Penge and Anerley, in some
cases with artists leaving their only piece of
art on the streets of SE20. Over the last 2
months we have had artists visiting and
painting for our project from the United States,
Canada,
Australia,
Lebanon,
Mexico,
Colombia, France and Luxembourg paint for
our project and for this month's article we are
looking at a striking and rather interesting
piece of art from visiting Lebanese artist
Renozoner.
Renozoner took to one of the previously
painted railway arches along Penge and
Parish Lane and reworked a space giving it
a new lease of life by painting a...water
truck.

On paper that doesn't sound the most
exciting of subjects, but that does not matter
one iota when the subject is so well executed.
One thing we love about receiving visitors to
paint from all around the world - let alone the
vast wealth of diversity when it comes to
places of origin to be found in London
among the artistic community - is how we get
to experience part of their culture. This series
of works depicting water trucks represent
everyday life in Beirut where this artist hails
from. Lebanon is the richest country in the
middle east when it comes to water,
however, it is not treated to a standard
suitable for consumption or even bathing. So
these water trucks are seen every day,
topping up tanks in buildings all over the
country, they are the lifeline that keeps
humanity alive in such a place devoid of
accessible clean drinking water. This striking
artwork offers just a glimpse of the everyday
sights and actions of Beirut.
As always if anyone wishes to participate
and support the project further by offering up
their
public
spaces,
please
email
callinglondoninfo@gmail.com
or
visit
www.pengestreetart.com where you can
register your interest in donating a public
space for us to paint and we will get back to
you.

